Politics
During the past month, several new political groups have been formed on campus. Reflecting a full range of political opinion, they are (left to right) the Socialist Club, Young Americans for Freedom, and Students for Goldwater.

These new groups probably signify nothing more than a further political interest from the wave of enthusiasm generated by the 1964 election. But perhaps they are also an indication that students here have a greater interest in the political and social implications of their work.

Unfortunately, many students and technologists feel that the burden of ethical and political decisions can be tossed upon the politician's back. In reality, they do have this choice.

Technologists bear a responsibility for involvement in social problems because 1) they are trained to tackle complex problems, and 2) their work is usually very complex. 2) They understand the social implications of scientific advances. 3) They are there by definition in areas such as atomic control, where other few disciplines have expressed interest. Moreover, by the mere fact of working on a project, the technical leader commits himself personally. Implicitly he is saying that either 1) in the long run he feels that this project will do more good than harm, or 2) he is a scoundrel.

Letters to The Tech
Nuts!
To the Editor:
We have one totally indifferent Hot (or cold) Nuts and in comment on a letter to The Tech concerning Hot Nuts in the Octo-

er comment on a letter to The Tech

tering reflections on Hot Nuts, Dekes,

t serious than that with which he

Mr. Kusloush (sic) casts disarag-

ground continually.
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